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Narco-Insurgent Links 
in the Andes I 

~· ------' 

Insurgents in Colombia and Peru are playing significant roles in the 
cocaine trade in an effort to acquire funds and firearms to support political 
and military agendas. As guerrilla involvement and profits have risen, 
however, so have frictions with traffickers, who find the insurgents in 
growing competition for power and influence in drug-producing regions. As 
a result, narco-insurgent relationships are increasingly uneasy, dangerous · 
for both parties, and subject to further deterioration-L ____ ·~-- __ _I 

The major lure for insurgents is financial. In 1989, the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) reportedly was taking in some $40 
million annually from drug operations. Currently, Peru's Sendero Lumin
oso (SL) guerrillas are said to be earning between $5,000 and $15,000 for 
each narcotics flight that uses a Sendero-controlled airstrip. The level of in
volvement is uneven, ranging from the protection of drug shipments by 
some cadre to the direct artici ation in coca cultivation b others. 

'--c::---------;----;------:---:--------:--7guerrilla 
efforts to protect narcotics operations suggest that drug money is important 
to sustain their actions. L_ ___ ___j 

Access to weapons is also a significant insurgent motive. During the past 
few years, traffickers have supplied assault rifles and other ordnance to 
insurgents in payment for protection and other services. The guerrillas also 
have used drug money to purchase arms, sometimes directly from the 
traffickers, who have extensive ties to private dealers. Some transactions 
reportedly have involved multiton arms shipments. 

L--------' 

Narco-insurgent cooperation has resulted in a growing threat to antidrug
and counterinsurgent-forces and programs. This has been demonstrated 
particularly in Colombia, where traffickers have enlisted guerrillas to 
conduct terrorist acts in an effort to force Bogota to back away from the 
antidrug crackdown that commenced in mid-1989. The kidnappings of 
prominent journalists, again with insurgent complicity, were key to the 
trafficker's efforts to pressure that country's Constituent Assembly to 
withhold support for key judicial reforms and to rescind extradition. While 
the situation in Peru is murkier, an insurgent-trafficker force on one 
occasion overran a government installation, and US personnel supporting 
Lima's antidrug effort also have been threatened.[ _____________ ] 
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Despite the benefits to both parties, there have been increasing and perhaps 
inevitable tensions between traffickers and gue~;rillas. This development 
has been spurred primarily by the subversives' efforts to exert greater 
control over the narcotics trade in order to enhance their political control in 
drug-producing areas. The downturn in relations has been particularly 
discernible in Peru, where guerrilla efforts to set and enforce coca prices 
and other instances of tampering have caused some traffickers. to move 
operations beyond insurgent control. Similar interference in Colombia has 
led to violent confrontations-with the guerrillas sometimes coming off 
second best. ·c__ _____ _j 

The narco-insurgent dynamic is exacting a heavy price from all the parties 
involved. For Bogota and Lima, sporadic narco-insurgent cooperation has 
in some areas increased the potential for violence against government 
forces; and, during times of friction, local military and constabulary units 
face additional efforts by traffickers to suborn them in order to enhance 
the security of drug operations. For the insurgents, involvement in the drug 
trade threatens their security, undermines internal discipline, and some
times leaves them caught between the military and trafficker forces. The 
major losers, however, may be the narcotics traffickers themselves, espe
cially at middle and lower levels. Insurgent. involvement in the drug trade 
increases trafficker expenses, disrupts operations, and weakens trafficker 
control of the business. 

We believe that the guerillas' reliance on drug revenues will continue 
dictating that they play a role in the drug trade; that the traffickers will 
tolerate levels of subversive involvement that do not threaten their control 
of the trade; and that the security situations in Peru and Colombia will, at 
·times, be affected adversely as the guerrillas attempt to expand their 
participation in narcotics operations.[_______ ~] 

The dynamics of the narco-insurgent relationship will also continue 
inftuencing Peruvian and Colombian ties to the United States, with both 
Andean governments asserting that the two scourges are so intertwined 
that to fight the guerrillas is to combat narcotics. While such linkage, 
particularly in the case of Colombia, may give Washington leverage to 
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press antidrug efforts as a condition of multipurpose security assistance, it 
could also result in the diversion of antidrug assistance and an increase in 
human rights abuses. c_ _____ _j 

Over time, the tensions inherent in the narco-insurgent relationship could 
prove increasingly damaging to both trafficker and subversive interests. 
For instance, the growing tendency of guerrillas to give priority to 
protecting narcotics assets may impinge on their ability to strike govern
ment targets; their ability to augment weapons arsenals through their 
trafficker ties would be hurt by a more pronounced downturn in relations 
with drug interests; and captured traffickers who have intimate knowledge 
of guerrilla cadre and movements could yield intelligence windfalls for the 
government 

'-----------" 
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Narco-Insurfent Links 
in the Andes 

L...._~ _ _L 

Insurgent Participation in the Drug Trade 

Sec; -

The expansion of the South American narcotics in
dustry over the past decade has transformed the 
region's hundreds of drug groups into powerful enti-

over the drug trade. Peru's other insurgent organiza
tion, the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement 
(MRTA), probably has fewer than 1,000 members 
and as yet has taken only a peripheral role. 

L_ _ ___j 

ties and brought them into increasing contact with Guerrilla drug operations have evolved throughout the 
local insurgents attempting to exert control in remote last decade, particularly in Colombia. L' ~----_j 
geographic areas. This phenomena has been especially :'---~-c<~--,-~cco!all of the insurgent 
pronounced in Peru and Colombia, respectively the groups in that country initially protected traffickers 
world's largest producer of coca and the nation whose from government antidrug operations, charged them 
drug traffickers are responsible for some 80 percent of for cultivating and processing coca, and offered safe 
the cocaine that flows into the United States. Guerril- passage in areas where transportation routes entered 
la groups see their involvement in the drug trade as a guerrilla-controlled territory. Over time, however, Co
means of earning substantial revenues to support their lombian subversives· appear to have taken direct roles 
political and military agendas. For drug traffickers, in cultivation and processing. For example,,L __ ___j 

however, the_ benefits are less ciear, primarily because FARC base camps 
they are faced with accommodating would-be compet- are often located next to coca growing areas, process
itors. ing facilities, and clandestine airstrips--{-~---~ 

The Players 
All of the insurgent groups in Colombia and Peru 
currently participate in the narcotics industry to 
varying degrees. Chief among these is the Revolution
ary Armed Forces of Colombia (FAR C), that nation's 
predominant guerrilla organization. The FARC is 
estimated to number some 5,000 to 5,500 persons and, 

L_~~~~~------~~~--~pegan 
participating in drug operations in the early 1980s. 
Colombia's other insurgent group, the National Lib
eration Army (ELN}, is estimated to have between 
2,300 and 2,500 members. The ELN entered the 
game relatively recently, butL--..-~---L 
L~--m_lsevera1 of its fronts are playinj an 

increasingly active role. L.---~-----------~~----
The guerrilla-trafficker link in Peru is more recent. 

I [units 
of the Sendero Luminoso (SL) moved into the Upper 
Huallaga Valley-the largest coca-producing region 
in the world-in the mid-to-late 1980s. The SL, 
which we estimate to number some 3,000 full-time 
armed combatants nationwide plus several thousand 
active supwrters, has sought to extend its influence 

such colocation indicates that guerrillas are managing 
various drug operations. In our judgment, this conten
tion is buttressed by recentL! ~~~~~-~~ 

!concludes that the FARC is participat
L,-in-g~i-n'd'ru_g_o_p.Jerations along the country's border with 

Ecuador, long an important coca growing and pro
cessing area 

'-~~~___j 

Similarly, Colombian ELN guerrillas appear to have 
embraced a more direct role, including participating 
in coca cultivation and orocessimz:. albeit on a limited 
scale. I 

the ELN was cultivating coca fields near the border 
,..jt!t.Yenezuela.Jn December 1990,~ l 
[ ):lLN guerrillas an north coast 

_secret -
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Andean Insurgent Groups 

Colombia 
FARC. The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colom
bia {FARC).formed as the armed wing of the pro
scribed Colombian Communist Party. has as its 
stated objective an eventual military victory directed 
by an insurgent joint general staff. The organization 
has established nearly 50 fronts across the country 
and has an estimated combatant strength of 5,000 to 
5,500, representing between 25 to 30 percent growth 
in recent years. In addition, the group is actively 
recruiting for its auxiliary force. Politically. FARC 
maintains close ties to the Patriotic Union, a legally 
registered party.'------' 

ELN. The National Liberation Army (ELN), at 2.300 
to 2,500, is half the size of the FARC, but it has for 
the past year been the most active and most threaten
ing. Espousing the most radical line of all the 
Colombian subversive groups, ELN demands nation
alization of the oil industry and regularly attacks 
economic targets, especially those with heavy foreign 
investment. Until August, the organization refused 
even to pay /ipserYice to the government-sponsored 
peace process that has involved the other insurgent 
groups. ELN has been attracting dissident members 
of other insurgent groups who oppose talks with the 
government and is probably able to use its political 
action arm and other grassroots organizations to gain 
new members. L.__ __ _j 

Peru 
Sendero Luminoso. The Peruvian Communist Party 
Sendero Luminoso (PCP-SL) is the stronger and·more 
violent af Peru's two insurgent groups. Sendero's 

traffickers were jointly supervising the cultivation and 
processing activities· of more than 400 peasant fam
ilies. L__ _____ ___j 

Insurgent participation in Peru's narcotics industry 
also has evolved, although in a less active and direct 
manner than has been the case with Colombian 
insurgents. Nevertheless, Peruvian guerrillas have 

-~S~·e~•:o:r~etr--

nihilistic doctrine-which calls for the building of a 
new peasant state "over the ashes" of the old one-is 
based on a melding of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism 
with the political thoughts of founder Abimael Guz
man. -The group has eschewed all past offers of 
dialogue, appearing content to engage in a protracted 
guerrilla conflict that, by its own estimate, could take 
20 years or more. The conflict that Sendero Lumin
oso began a decade ago has been responsible for t~e 
majority of Peru's estimated 21.000 politically con
nected deaths. Unlike the rival MRTA, Sendero's 
3,000 full-time combatants receive no known foreign 
material support, other than the small amounts 
acquired through trafficker ties. Sendero maintains 
an active presence in ab9ut a third af Peru, primarily 
centered along the nation's high Andean spine. 

'--------' 

MRTA.- The Marxist, pro-Cuban Tupac Amaru Rev
olutionary Movement's (MRTA) 1,000 or fewer mili
tants are divided into a rural guerrilla army and 
several urban terror cells. The group--which began 
armed actions in 1984--attempts to portray itself as 
a more viable and less brutal ld'tist alternative to 
Sendero Luminoso, but the group's more benign 
image has not caused it to achieve widespread popu
lar support outside the coca region. Tupac Amaro 
guerrillas are known to have had material and 
financial backing from foreign states, but the extent 
to which this continues is unknown. MRT A-which 
like Sendero occasionally attacks US interests-is 
strongest in the northern jungle regions of Peru and in 
urban Lima.! I 

consistently tried to exert some control over drug 
operations since their early days in the Upper Hualla-

ga Valley when[·---····-- .. -------·---·~-~--.. ------~ 
'------c-'--they organized demonstrations on behalf of 
peasant coca growers seeking higher profits. Since 

2 
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that time, Sendero units repeatedly have used force to narcotics operations. I _ _ __ __ I 

extort a share of trafficker profits for the movement l .... [numerous 'FJ\:I«;froiits apparently rely on·· 
and its peasant supporters. Anecdotal information -drug~relafed activities to meet their local recruitment, 
also suggests that the SL-whose strategy for seizing training, and support requirements, as well as to 
power includes denying food to Peru's cities-has provide funding to their national directorate. In this 
coerced peasant growers to cultivate coca rather than regard, 35 of the FARC's 48 fronts are known to he or 

traditional crops. ["re s=c~~:f.b:i11~Jnvolved with drugs (figure 1). 

Likewise, Tupac Amaru (MRTA) guerrillas have 
maintained some financial ties to Peru's narcotics 
industry but apparently at a lower level than Sendero. 
The MRTA, whose public statements moralize over 
the narcotics scourge but support peasant growers, is 
less dependent on these ties because of foreign support 
and an extensive extortion apparatus directed against 
wealth businesses. Nevertheless 

L-~~~~-J .. RTA guerrillas may also he 
attempting to force some farmers to grow coca in 
areas south of the Uooer Huallaga Valley.! I I . ., 

Outside of Colombia and Peru, 
[ [links betweenLtr-affi~c~ke_r_s_a-nd~g-ue_r __ _ 
rillas may be growing, although contacts appear 
nascent and not of great import to date. For example, 
in Guatemala, llegations by captured 
insurgents that their duties involve patrolling drug 
crop plantations and that they extort war taxes from 
traffickers and drug crop farmers. In El ~alvador 
arms dealers who supply local insurgents[ [ 

I fmuggle cocaine. Elsewhere irl~the regiOii, 
although Ecuador's small subversive group does not 
appear to have drug ties and Venezuela has no 
indigenous insurgency, Colombian guerrillas operat~ 
ing along the remote border! [work with 
J~l _trarffifkers to facilital~ __ it.r.!l_g shmm_e._u._t~.lAnd, in 
Bobv1a, _ _extreme 
leftists groups have discussed plans with narcotics 
traffickers for joint attacks against antidrug forces, 
collected information on counternarcotics personnel, 
and secured weapons from traffickers. L_ __ __J 

Financial Incentives 
The main motive for guerrilla involvement in the 
Andean drug trade is their need for funds, reflected 
particularly by the F ARC's large financial stake in 

3 
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While information regarding weapons links between 
insurgents and traffickers remains sketchy, the dis
covery of large arms caches has bolstered the percep-

~===============~ tionl ~hat the drug 
! trade could provide the FARC and other subversive 
I groups with a means of augmenting their arsenals. 

!
',, This concern was highlighted as early as 1988, when 

authorities in Mexico discovered a cache of 360 

!---lr;;cru,.-;===.,===...-.,====c-j semjauto~atic AKS rifles. I n pur JUagment, nowever, tne meOiog1cauy I )be cache was paLr,-t-o'f-a""b_r_oa-d7 e_r_o_p_e-ra"Ct7io_jn 
lso1at SL-which, unlike MRTA; has not had brokered by Mexican drug interests involving the 
access to foreign state support-is benefiting from exchange of cocaine for more" than 800 rifles destined 
increasing narcotics revenues from its operations in for Colombian narcotics- organizations in Medellin. In 
the U er Hualla a Valle .I our judgment, at least some of these rifles probably 

epen s eavt y on revenues rom protectmg drug 
flights using airstrips under its control, collecting 
urevolutionary taxes" from some growers and traf
fickers, and making limited sales of its own coca 

roducts. While we believe these annual revenues 

Access to Weapons 
Guerrillas are also using their ties to traffickers to 
acquire more and better weapons. Colombian insur~ 
gents have been especially aggressive in this regard, 
seeking new arms from internal and outside sources. 

~tliontu.~s-rn-iilld:T989SeiUONtoni1:::~~:r~ ~~fan-
try weapons and ammunition that were destined for 

Colombian insur-
c,.,.,.,..,""'""rrm=="""-m-,--,-,/der circle of private 

arms dealers, shipping agents, document forgers, and 
other criminal elements who are willing to sell their 
services to anyone who can pay. 

~----_j 

5 

were intended for insur ents. This view has been 
reinforced 
that Colom'="b;:cic:a::n-:.::r=u=g=e::al"e=rs=--c-::=u=rr:-:e=n"tl70y-:o=pe::r::a'"ti'-n"g-t'-"n 
grOwing numbers in Peru ·and Mexico-maintain 
extensive barter and trade ties to confederates in the 
underworld, including terrorists and rebel groups. 

I I 
In Peru, the SL also appears to be acquiring some 
weapons from trafficking organizations, albeit on a 
more modest scale. Traditionally, Sendero has ob
tained many of its limited arsenal of weapons by theft 
or by capturing theni during skirmishes with Peruvian 
police and military units. In recent years, however, 
the organization also has used drugs or narcotics 
revenues to acquire weapons-in some instances, di
rectly from traffickers. More recentlyj 
I I 
Brazilian-manufactured arms were being brought into 
the Upper Huallaga Valley by gunrunners, who sold 
them to hoth the MR TA and the sq 

~he insurgents use drl.u"g"r"e"'v'"en"'u"'e'"s't"'o_j 
pay for the arrns.L_ _____ _j 

Narco-Insurgent Relations 

As reflected by bartering and varioUs protection 
operations, drug traffickers and guerrillas in Colom~ 
bia and Peru have worked out cooperative arrange
ments from time to time. From the traffickers' point 
·of view, the major benefit has been the aid the 

- ~ttid-
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insurgents can provide against government counter
narcotics efforts. In addition, cooperation from the 
insurgents augments trafficker retaliatory capabili
ties. and, in the case of some operations in Colombia, 
supports trafficker political objectives. The net result 
of such cooperation has been to inhibit the effective
ness of government antidrug programs and personnel 
during the past few years. Nevertheless, we believe 
that overall narco--insurgent relations have deteriorat-

may have hired ELN guerrillas. to unleash a new 
-~ound _QLY.!<?!~nce as~l~.~!JQ_~ __ gQy~~nment~_ 

ELN was substantially better financed than it had 
been in the oastJ 

ed as guerrillas have stepped up efforts to play The situation in Peru is murkier. Certainly, the most 
increasingly large roles in the drug trade F"'----, dramatic instance of the threat posed by narco-

Value of Cooperation 
Instances of cooperation have underscored the height
ened threat to counternarcotics forces and programs 
posed by norco-insurgent alliances. This has been 
particularly the case in Colombia, where, in mid-
1989, guerrillas and traffickers began a protracted 
terrorist campaign against the government's antinar
cotics offensive. Shortly after the crackdown began, 
Colombian drug kingpin Pablo Escobar enlisted the 
ELN to conduct assf'S'iirulllims~idJlO!uhi.rurs.ae:ai.n.st, 
government targets, 

which ofthe 
Lhruc-n-d"'rc:e--;-dsc-co..--cmc-u-r'de-crs::c-, "bo-cm--;-b~m::-g-cs-, ___jand other terrorist 

acts was the work of the guerrillas, a Colombian 
Army commander claimed publicly that 28 terrorists 
arrested in Medellin during raids in 1989 were ELN 
members acting under orders from traffickers. c=J 

I ~t least 
seven of the detainees were members of an ELN 
urban cell. Indeed, details associated with their in
volvement suggest that they were full-time cadre 
whose actions probably were taking place with the 
knowledge of local ELN eell commanders. 

I 
Other, more recent instances of narco-insurgent coop
eration have bad serious ramifications for Colombian 
President Gaviria's efforts to maintain the counter
narcotics monlentum. For example.! 

[ -~··]ELN insurgents carrie~' d"o"'u"t't""he;:-;:;kir;,· dr::nc:cap::--__j 
ping of several prominent journalists in late 1990 at 
Pablo Escobar's behest in a bid to force concessions on 
judicial matters from Bogota. Similarly, in September 
1990-when the government manhunt for Escobar 
was intensifying and some nine months before the 
kingpin surrendered e 

7 

insurgent cooperation occurred during an assault 
against the police garrison in Uchiza in March I ~8.~,. 
which inflicted heavy losses on the defenders.l ... __ =:] 
'--cc----~-'--cc=~--__jthe attacking 

force was made up of SL insurgents and Colombian 
and Peruvian traffickers. The attack reportedly was 
launched at least partly in response to the arrest of 
several traffickers despite their having made protec
tion payments to the police. The insurgents-who had 
also received protection money from local traffick
ers-honored the latters' request for assistance, there
by underscoring a tactical convergence of interests. 

Growing Friction 
While such cooperation is likely to continue when 
narco--insurgent objectives are compatible, there has 
been a pattern of increasing hostility between the 
groups. This development is being spurred primarily 

S aet -
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Workings of the Andean Cocaine I ndWitry 

The Andean drug indusiry produces approximately 
310,000 metric tons af coca leaf annually. About two
thirds a{ this coca leaf comes/rom Peru, which is the 
world's largest coca producer. The other two Andean 
players, Colombia and Bolivia, perform equally im
portant and complementary roles. The Colombian 
industry, which grows less coca than the Bolivian and 
Peruvian industries, generates huge revenues from 
the more lucrative processing and marketing opera~ 
tions. Bolivia. the worldS second-largest coca grower, 
has a drug infrastructure that engages in both cocaine 
processing and marketing.c_ _____ _j 

usually outside cultivation areas. So"!-e Bolivian 
cocaine base is subsequently flown to the Llanos 
region of southeastern Colombia for final processing, 
although increasing amounts are refined in Bolivia as 
local traffickers seek larger profits. Colombian pro
cessing operations are meanwhile entrenched 
throughout the country, in urban as well as in rural 
areas. In many instances, raids by antinarcotics 
forces have uncovered sophisticated complexes that 
house filtering. storage, living, and communications 
facilities~ 

'---------' 

Colombia's 200-plus drug organizations are the 
The industry's complementary operations are espe- prime movers in bringing the cocaine ·HCl to market, 
cially evident in the three-step process by which coca probably accounting for soine 80 percent of the 
leaves become cocaine hydrochloride (HCI), or pure cocaine trafficked throughout the United States. At 
cocaine. After the leaves are harvested, growers in this point, The Bahamas remains a key transship-
Peru and Bolivia extract coca paste from them in ment link, but we believe Mexico now rivals the 
crude laboratories that are little more than pits du traditional Caribbean routes for primacy as cocaine 

r''"'·n,.,t"'he"-'"-o"'u"'n"'d'-"a"'nd"-"ll"'·n.,e,_d_,w,i"th"-"-sh"'e"e"-'ts'-"afut...,las,_,ti,c"". ---\ !Lallicke,s_e;,pfo(t,-' ---- -···-·--···----------··-·-·-~ 

f------------------,c-,-_j L.-···-·-------- --·----~its porous 3,20()..ki/o-
uch meter border along the American southwest. Recent 

Lp_as--:-te--.la'b~o-ra-t:-o-n-=-·e-s'i-n'B~o'il-:-.v-:-ia-.'l'o-ca-t:-e'd-a'lm-o-st,.,.exc/u- seizures af large cocaine shipments by US authori-
sively in the Chapare region. The number of facilities ties-including one in September 1989 of more than 
in Peru is significantly higher because of its greater 20 to!ZS-that have transited Mexico suggest that 
cultivation. Most Peruvian coca products are trans- Mexican cocaine routes have matured and are con-
shipped to Colombia/or refining into cocaine. In ;..ideredy.!_ne_ral/}'s_ecure by Colombian traffickers. 
Bolivia's case, however, large amounts of the paste 
are processed into cocaine base at conversion sites 

by insurgent efforts to exert _greater control over the 
drug industry, thereby reflecting to some degree their 
growing reliance on narcotics revenues.c_ ___ ___j 

The downturn in relations has been most discernible 
in Peru, where traffickers have been attempting to 
develop cocaine processing and transshipment capa
bilities. During the last 18 months, the SL-which 
reportedly has long extorted a share of trafficker 
proceeds for the movement and its peasant support
ers-bas intensified its efforts to control drug inter
ests. Its most blatant attempt occurred last year, 
when, following market priee reductions apparently 

_ssuct 

caused by the antidrug crackdown in Colombia and 
an oversupply of coca products in Peru; it tried to fix 
and enforce coca prices. Sendero initially attempted 
to set the price for cocaine base at $1,200 per 
kilogram, more than double the market rate at the 
time. Seeing this development as a direct threat to 
their control of the drug trade, traffickers refused to 
meet the higher prices.c::-_:::::_ _____ --=::=1 

I lthe SL subsequently lowered them but 
also warned that traffickers caught buying coca deriv
atives below guerrilla-established rates would be 

8 
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killed. This threat was punctuated shortly thereafter 
by the deaths of some two dozen traffickers. 

I 

demands. This stance generated a number of armed 
conflicts between drug and guerrilla interests. It also 
oiJened the way for traffickers to gain greater leverage 
over paramilitary forces originally assembled by the 
Colombian military to attack subversives.L1 ____ _j 

The traffickers' influence over certain paramilitary 
units persists, despite Bogota's attempts to dissolve 
them because of their poor human rights record and 
declining use•fnlru::!S.!Iur:initJ:lliJ:IIIIllia'ul:!<J:ni_nti.li.c, 
tar buildu . 

major Medellin and Cali orga
nizations have attacked FARC units in the Magdale
na Medio region of central Colombia and in the 
southern departments of Valle del Cauca and· Putu
mayo. These and similar actions reportedly have been 
prompted by insurgent efforts to centro! ceca fields. 
The attacks are als~ said to reflect the traffickers' 
determination to maintain their own considerable 
political influence.'-------" 

Events have since underscored how badly the SL 
miscalculated the impact of its actions. Initially, it 
lost influence with some peasant growers, who report
edly concluded that Sendero's threats and intimida
tion were antithetical to its claims of protecting 
peasant interests. More serious for the guerrillas has 
been the subsequent movement of some trafficking 
operations. beyond their reach, including recently es
tablished coca-processing facilities in the northern 
fringes of the Upper Huallaga Valley. From the 
traffickers' perspective, moving operations causes only 
limited disruptions, as reflected in their history of 
abandoning base laboratories in the face of occasional 
government antidrug forays. From the standpoint of 
the guerrillas, however, reduced access to narcotics 
operations caused by trafficker flight to areas domi
nated by rival MR TA guerrillas or the Army could 
dramatically reduce revenues. L_ ___ ___j As part of the pattern of hostility, guerrilla incursions 

into the drug trade may also be causing Colombian 
The Peruvian traffickers are also paying a price, traffickers to augment their weapons arsenals through 
however. Colombian coca buyers the international gray arms mirket. While a number 
are increasingly concerned over the threat posed by of these transactions probably were prompted by 
the SL, and some refused to travel to the Valley last Bogota's antidrug crackdown, some also may be 
year because they feared a violent response by Sen- caused by the need to bolster defenses a ainst the 
dero cadre. The buyers-who arrange the purchase of guerrillas. 
large quantities of coca products and can therefore .-"===.]_----------------'-, 
influence the overall health of the Peruvian trade
reportedly insisted that the Peruvians themselves 
transport the drugs to Colombia. For the Peruvians, 
such deliveries involve significant risks, including 
robbery and the loss of aircraft.! I 

Colombia's well-established trafficking organizations 
appear less anxious over the efforts of the FARC and 
the ELN to become more directly involved in the drug 
trade, although some continue to confront the chal
lenge from the guerrillas instead of trying to avoid it. 
This pattern was set in the mid-1980s, when a number 
of Colombian ranchers began selling their properties 
rather than continuing to make extortion payments to 

n anot er mstance, 
~tw-o~C"o"lo,-m=bi~.a-n_s_a-n'd-a-P"'e,-r ___ u_v~ia_n_wrere arrested in 

Panama while seekin« to ourchase large quantities of 
military ordnance.! 

insurgents. traffickers '--------------------------" 

such as the late Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha purchased 
these holdings at bariain prices and began funding 
rural defense forces to counter continuing insurgent 
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The Impact of Insurgent Involvement 

The links between guerrillas and drug traffickers are 
exacting a heavy toll from a variety of interests in 
Colombia and Peru. For both governments, narco
insurgent cooperation-and, conversely, ins.tances of 
friction leading to violence between the groups-has 
added to the volatility and instability of their respec
tive national situations. The guerrillas, too, are find
ing that their involvement in the drug trade is not 
without costs, as their security is weakened and their 
internal discipline eroded. But, in our judgment, the 
traffickers are the major loser as their costs rise and 
their control over the trade is disputed.L ______ =:J 
Costs to the Government 

· For both governments,. even sporadic cooperation be
tween subversives and insurgents increases the threat 
against antinarcotics and counterinsurgent programs 
and forces. In this context, security personnel risk 
confronting two well-armed groups with vital interests 
at stake in the drug trade-even if traffickers and 
insurgents do not attack jointly. And to the extent 
that they do, police and military elementc=, 

I race a more rormidabte enemy.L__J 

There are equally serious political ramifications atten
dant to narco-insurgent relations. In Peru, for exam
ple, we believe the efforts of President Alberto Fuji
marl to promote alternative development and restore 
civil authority in the Upper Huallaga Valley-a key 
element in Lima's evolving antidrug strategy and the 
centerpiece in an umbrella agreement between Lima 
and Washington-may be com Heated b narco
insurgent cooperation 

'--oc-o----'ror example, ,,.,,.,.crre=p:::res=e"n'-ta"t'-lv;;;es:-:a=nd:r;:Ctr·af
fickers-underscoring their opposition to any initia
tive that would infringe on their common interests
recently discussed an inte~ated strategy to counter 
the umbrella agreement. -------- - ---- --~ 

In Colombia, meanwhile, the FARC has stepped up 
its antigovernment activity throughout the Llanos 
area since the Ar_my's December I 990 assault on the 
insur ents' main trainin and head uarters cam . 

-

the FARC reaction to government raids against insur
gent narcotics production sites. Between January and 
the end of April of this year, some 21 antidrug,------, 
personnel were killed during operations against'--:--;;~ 

"narc-FARC targets." 
~-------,------~ 

Conversely, even when violence flares between traf
fickers and insurgents, Bogota and Lima can face a 
different but equally daunting problem, as drug inter
ests may then increase efforts to buy protection from 
local security forces. In this regard, traffickers know 
that most military officers in these countries see 
insurgency, not narcotics, as the greater threat to 
national stability. During periods when drug interests 
are threatened by insurgents, we believe that traffick-c -<>·""""""""""" ·~ J 
Costs to the Insurgents 
We believe that the guerrillas, too, are beginning to 
pay a price for their cooperation with narcotraf
fickers. While the financial and other benefits they 
derive from the drug trade probably continue to 
outweigh the liabilities, some insurgent groups appear 
increasingly concerned over drug-related threats to 
their organizational unity and security. For example, 
Colombia's ELN reportedly concluded during its 
Central Command plenum in 1989 that the involve
ment of FARC cadre in narcotics activities was 
underminin: their loyalty to the organization itself. 
I _ jthe ELN also was 
qwetly purgmg 1ts rankSof known narcotics traffick-

1 ers. Subsegue~:~verarFARC guernffisllaifdefected_J 

because of alleged drug-related corruption among the 
organization's leaders c__ ________ __j 

The FARC senior command's sensitivity to the drug 
threat was reflected in documents seized during the 
December 1990 raid on its headquarters by the 
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Colombian Army j I country has been attempting to develop cocaine refin-

b 
ing and export capabilities during the past year. 
While this effort has suffered only minor harassment 
from the 500-man antidrug constabulary force-with 

affickeractlons-~ar~e~generallyuncon----~ the Peruvian military totally eschewing a role in the 
-~strai!ied by ideological or related concerns and are war against drugs-attempts by the SL guerrillas to 

thereby potentially threatening to insurgent security. control the trade in the Upper Huallaga Valley have 
In this regardi j impeded the traffickers. For example 

Oa leading Peruvian trafficker is currently using j__~~~~---~~~~~-~~~~~~~~--~-jwhen·'=e"ve=r"t=ra"ffi"c01k::::e=rso" 
his connections to the armed forces to protect his are forced to move their operations, they have to 
facilities from insurgents who had targeted them rework transportation routes, find new sources of 
following a dispute. Other influential traffickers have precursor chemicals-or, at a minimum, modify 
employed this tactic in the past; in one instance, chemical import routes-and locate new buyers. 
Peruvian drug interests called on the government to While traffickers generally have little difficulty in 
join ranks with them against guerrillas to conclude a making such adaptations, their operations are ham-
blood feudjL _______________ _jl pered in terms of lost connections and lost opportuni-

A High Price for Traffickers 
Whatever the costs to the guerrillas, we believe the 
major loser is the narcotics industry itself. Insurgent 
involvement in the drug trade increases trafficker 
expenses, disrupts operations, and threatens to weak
en trafficker control of the business.[----···-~ 

The impact of insurgent involvement is uneven, but it 
is generally most profound on the least affi.uent 
elements of the trade. In particular, coca growers 
would seem to sustain heavy losses through forced 
payments of "revolutionary taxes" and the like. We 
also believe that, although recent efforts by Peruvian 
traffickers to move their operations beyond insurgent 
reach are not costly relative to the profits to be made, 
this tactic is causing increased expenditures for peas
ant farmers. At the other end of the narcotics finan
cial spectrum, big-time traffickers have turned to 
corrupt police and military units for protection 
against insurgents-also a costly proposition-and 
others have invested in paramilitary patrols to protect 
against insurgent encroachment. In this regard, press 
and other information credited the late Colombian 
kingpin Rodrigo Gonzalo Gacha and his paramilitary 
elements- with conducting a number of massacres of 
local insurgents ~ho had attempted to extort protec
tion money from the Gacha coffers. 

Although insurgent involvement in the drug trade is 
most extensive in Colombia, its effect has been most 
profound in Peru largely because the industry in that 

11 

ties-particularly detrimental in the case of the Peru
. vian industry's efforts to enhance its capabilities. 

Implications 

Given the guerrillas' reliance on drug revenues, we 
anticipate that narco-insurgent relations will remain 
volatile, characterized largely by opportunism and 
friction. Within this framework, drug interests will 
probably continue to cooperate with guerrillas-often 
relunctantly-and to tolerate levels of involvement by 
the subversives that do not threaten their control of 

the trade{_"~~-~-~~.--J 
If insurgent participation in the narcotics industry 
expands much further, however, we believe it would 
spur increasing confrontations with the more powerful 
trafficking groups. The chances of such occurrences 
are greatest in Colombia because of the traffickers' 
more advanced organizational structure, involvement 
with paramilitary groups, and history of responding to 
challenges with violence. In Peru, meanwhile, repeat-
ed guerrilla-induced disruptions of the local trade 
could prompt trafficking groups there to join together 
against the common threat. Such a tactic could 
enhance their ability to resist insurgent demands, to 
negotiate more equitable forms of cooperation.ro"'r"''--, 
ultimately, to retaliate through violent means.l 

'---~ 

-
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Go•ernment Relations With Washington 
The dynamics of the narco-insurgent relationship are 
also likely to continue influencing Peruvian and Co
lombian ties to tbe United States. In our judgment, 
these Andean governments-which have long argued 
that counterinsurgent assistance is their primary 
need-will see any contact between traffickers and 
subversives as buttressing their claim that the two 
scourges are so intertwined that to fight the guerrillas 
is to undermine the traffickers. '-------...J 

Such linkage, particularly in tbe case of Colombia, 
may give Washington leverage to press antidrug 
efforts as a condition of multipurpose security as.sis
tance, but we believe that it could also result in the 
diversion of antidrug assistance. Moreover, the predi
lection of both the Colombian and Peruvian militaries 
to fight guerrillas rather than traffickers is unlikely to 
change, a situation that will continue helping to 
insulate the narcotics industry. On the other hand
and equally problematic from the standpoint of Co
lombia's and Peru's relations with the United 
States-is the prospect that a greater antidrug role by 
their militaries would result in increased human rights 
abuses. 

'-----~ 

Unstable Alliances and Exploitable Opportunities 
Despite the political and security.related problems for 
Colombia and Peru accruing from narco-insurgent 
ties, we believe weaknesses inherent in the highly 
volatile relationship could, over time, prove even more 
damaging to both trafficker and subversive interests. 
At this point, such a possibility appears most pro
nounced in Peru, where the SL's reliance on narcotics 
revenues may be drawin the rou awa from some 
strategic areas. 

the guerrillas are giving priority to protect-. 
L,c:· n::g:-:n=a::r=co='tics assetS. Such a defensive posture not only 
reduces the subversive's ability to strike government 
targets but, by making tbe guerrillas less mobile, it 
increases their vulnerability to counterinsurgent oper
ations 

Senet-

The phenomena by which revolutionary commitment 
and sound tactics are weakened by the lure of drug 
profits could also work in favor of government inter· 
ests. Certainly, the potential vulnerability of the 
guerrillas in this regard may increase if, as we expect, 
external state support for groups such as Peru's 
MRTA and Colombia's FARC wanes and makes 
them increasingly dependent on drug money. Corrup
tion could become a major problem for the guerrillas 
as they become more intirriately associated with nar
cotics. Insurgents will be increasingly tempted to steal 
from coca growing peasants or to abscond with nar
cotics revenues. While individually of little signifi
cance, such actions are likely to deepen SL's badly 
tarnished image. A continuing erosion of internal 
guerrilla discipline would complicate insurgent re
cruitment. On a wider scale, the heavy involvement of 
the FARC in drug running in Colombia may begin to. 
sap revolutionary fervor and make government offers 
in ongoing peace talks more appealing. Efforts by 
both governments to publicize guerrilla drug involve
ment can only tarnish the insurgents' reputation and 
appeal.c··~-----~ 

Ultimately, however, it is the bad blood between 
traffickers and insurgents that could pay the greatest 
dividends for the Peruvian and Colombian Govern-

. ments. In addition to their dependence on drug reve
nues, subversives in Colombia and Peru are~ to vary
ing degrees~ reliant on their ties to traffickers for some 
weapons. Deteriorating relations between drug inter
ests and insurgents-possibly fanned by government 
misinformation, propaganda, and the like---<:ould 
prompt traffickers to withhold weapons or reduce 
guerrilla access to them. Even more threatening to the 
insurgents is the potential for compromise that their 
association with traffickers entails. Generally uncon
strained by ideological or related concerns, traffickers 
with knowledge of guerrilla memberships and move
ments have valuable bargaining chips with govern
ment or military officials. The a rehension of these 
traffickers could resi'u::.lt=· '------,----..J 
insurgent setbacks. 

'------_) 
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